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KMYT-TV provides its viewers with news and public service announcements that address 
issues of concern to our local community. Among the issues determined to be of most 
concern to the community during the preceding calendar quarter were: 
 

• Weather 

• Education 

• Municipal Issues 

• Crime 

• Health 
 
This report contains a representative sample of the issue-responsive programming aired 
on the station. For more information about the station’s issue-responsive programming, 
please contact the station directly.  
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3rd Quarter 2023 Programming 
 
Matter of Fact with Soledad O'Brien 
A news magazine program that explores a variety of topics affecting families, including politics, social 
justice issues, the economy, and personal health. 
Aired on KMYT on Saturdays at 4:00 p.m. through September 10, 2023. 
Aired on KMYT on Sundays at 11:30 a.m. starting September 17, 2023, and on Saturdays at 5:30 p.m. 
starting on October 7, 2023. 
 
7/1/23 

• Taking an epic road trip across America. A correspondent takes a road trip through the middle of 
the country, asking people how they see their place in America, getting a sense of how people 
see the nation’s challenges, the ups and downs of working, raising a family, paying the bills, and 
how to move the country forward. 

 
7/8/23 

• The youngest black mayor ever in the U.S. At age 18, his mission is to save his hometown. 
Now, the teen is in charge of a rural town with a tough past and a not-so-bright future. 

• Results are in for the 4-day work week experiment. A researcher behind the first-of-its-kind 
study gives an update. Can this study change the way Americans work around the clock? 

• Cars, wildfires, and power plants. How our air is filled with pollution and how a satellite could 
help everyone breathe a little easier. 

 
7/15/23 

• The repeal of Roe v. Wade is changing life in cities and towns across America. Now, women 
seeking abortion services are forced to travel across state lines in search of care. 

• Women stuck under the weight of growing debt. They need more education to get the same 
jobs as men, and often, they’re making less money than men in the same position. 

• A story about labor in America being written on the picket line and not in a writer’s room. 
What’s at stake as film and television writers strike? 

 
7/22/23 

• A veteran returns home, bringing with him the burdens of war. How a new crisis lifeline can 
prevent the unthinkable, with veterans and active military dying by suicide at a rate of 22 a day. 

• Medical schools are wondering how they’ll train future OBGYN’s in states where abortion is 
banned. How the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision to overturn Roe v. Wade could change the 
practice of medicine for generations to come. 

• Cities across America declaring homelessness a state of emergency. Looking for ways to move 
the unhoused out of tent cities, and the best solutions for helping unsheltered people living in 
public spaces. 

 
7/29/23 

• Families working the waters off the coast of Maine are facing a tradeoff they can’t accept. How 
a plan to harness offshore wind power stirs up controversy, and the effort to reverse climate 
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change is putting the environment, the economy, and a tight-knit community in a battle for the 
future. 

• A professional baseball player turned farmer. Why he says working the land and owning your 
home are keys to growing stronger communities. 

• A major city wants to tax drivers to cut traffic congestion. Why people in the Bronx are afraid 
this could only make things worse. 

 
8/5/23 

• America’s seniors are looking for help to stay in their homes. The shortage of health care 
workers, and how the support system is failing those working in the home-care industry and the 
people who rely on them. 

• Doing your taxes might get easier. Exploring the IRS’s new program to modernize how you file 
your taxes. 

• An all-too-familiar story for small towns in America: businesses and factories close and the 
people leave. How a hometown hero returned to rebuild the place that gave him his start. 

 
8/12/23 

• Hackers vs. machines. A convention in Las Vegas where hackers test the security of A.I. for eight 
corporations to determine what this means for the future of Artificial Intelligence. 

• The nation’s fire departments are stretched to the limit. The calls for help never stop and short-
staffed fire departments can’t keep up. Now, one Florida fire department is getting creative to 
attract the next generation of firefighters. 

• A rocket scientist is working on NASA’s next trip around the moon. How one woman is creating 
more diversity in the aerospace industry and what she’s doing to fuel more opportunities. 

 
8/19/23 

• The greatest contradiction for the United States is the institution of slavery. The calls for 
compensation to descendants of slaves’ families, the proposals now in congress, and how to put 
a price on more than one-hundred-fifty years of continued and systemic injustice.  

• A new dominant Covid variant in the U.S. Hear from a former CDC official about life with Covid 
in a post-pandemic world, and what we know about this new strain. 

• Families without cell phones or computers. How a dedicated team is changing lives one 
computer at a time and helping families cross the digital divide. 

 
8/26/23 

• A demand for change came in 2020, with companies making promises to improve diversity. 
Now, layoffs are including a DEI downsize. Why diversity, equity, and inclusion are key to a 
successful company. 

• Expectant mothers facing a rising mortality rate. With black women most at risk, a new program 
is trying to improve pregnancy care and close that gap. 

• Dating app fatigue. Apps make finding love easier, but is online dating overwhelming our 
circuits? What neuroscience tells us about finding love on the internet. 

 
9/9/23 
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• The economic toll from our climate crisis is growing. With more destructive storms each year, 
homeowners are now facing increasingly steep insurance premiums. How residents are trying to 
keep up with the high cost of being insured.  

• Taking a gamble on on-line sports betting. Why sports books are so interested in getting 
younger people to download their app and the concerns that this can lead to addiction. 

• Architecture that stays cool despite triple-digit temperatures. In a summer with record high 
temperatures, there’s a growing movement for self-cooling homes and businesses. A pilot 
project in Houston replicates a centuries-old construction method that relies on nature for 
climate control. 

  
9/17/23 

• America’s veterans are carrying the invisible wounds of war. Thousands are crossing the border, 
seeking psychedelic therapy as a way to heal. Why so many say their lives are being restored by 
a therapy they can’t get on our soil.  

• Political cartoonist Christopher Weyant on the line he draws between what’s funny and what’s 
not in an election year.  

 
9/24/23 

• Americans are striking at rates not seen in nearly a quarter century. Could this current labor 
movement be a turning point for how we all work? 

• The state of Oregon now allows people to legally use “magic” mushrooms in supervised care. 
Proponents say it could revolutionize mental health treatment, but others—including those 
researching it—have concerns.  

• A stunning wildlife refuge in Georgia sits on property seized from a community of black 
landowners decades ago. Now, their descendants want it back.  

 
 

Inside Edition 
A news magazine program focusing on current events and interesting national news stories. 
Aired on KMYT on Saturdays at 1:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. through September 9, 2023.  
 
7/1/23 

• Travel chaos after storms slammed most of the nation. After an 18-hour delay, how one man 
flew solo, with the entire plane to himself.  

• A pool boy under fire. The frantic moments when a homeowner mistook him for an intruder, 
firing 30 rounds in 90 seconds. 

• 22 years ago, a nurse helped deliver a beautiful baby girl. Years later, the girl turned out to be 
the nurse’s daughter-in-law. 

 
7/8/23 

• Targeted by cyber-stalkers. Cops have come to their house 40 times all because they didn’t think 
a comic was very funny. 

• A store clerk was fired for taking video of shoplifters. Why did he lose his job? 
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• Lottery ticket scam. How a man who bought a 3-million-dollar winning ticket was robbed, and 
how he got his ticket back. 

 
7/15/23 

• The plastic surgeon who live-streamed her operations. Now she’s being stripped of her medical 
license. How she disfigured some of her patients. 

• Growing outrage over the release of The Manson Family killer.  

• Will you be my buddy. The lonely, bullied boy who wants a friend to play with. How he went 
door knocking, looking for a friend, and the family he met who showered him with love. 

 
7/22/23 

• Moby Dick Disaster. A 10-year-old boy thrown from a carnival ride fell 20 feet to the ground. 
Plus, other scary moments at amusement parks across the country. 

• Can white paint help solve the heat dome crisis? Many experts say it’s a way to cool off planet 
earth as the world bakes in brutal, historic heat. The ultra white paint developed by scientists 
that they say can reflect 98% of the sun’s rays. 

• Heat tourism is heating up. How people are flocking to Death Valley in California, one of the 
hottest places on earth, and why tourists want to travel there. 

 
7/29/23 

• An 11-year-old girl in handcuffs after faking a kidnapping. The 911 call she made saying her 
friend was abducted, and how she told police she got the idea from a YouTube challenge. 

• A doctor trading his white coat for a prison jumpsuit. He was sentenced for sexually abusing his 
patients. The victims are so upset they want to remove his name from their children’s birth 
certificates.  

• Fumigation burglars. Houses under the tent are getting broken into. Why they’re an easy target 
and what needs to be done now to prevent this.  

 
8/5/23 

• Raging Trump. The one word from the magistrate that reportedly set off the former president 
during his historic third arraignment. 

• Swept out to sea. A man treaded water for 5 hours. Hear from the people who pulled him out of 
the ocean, and how the man got their attention. 

 
8/12/23 

• Jump for your lives. People leaped into the ocean to escape the Maui inferno, Oprah handed out 
supplies to victims, and a couple had to abandon their wedding due to the fire. 

• The latest kid to fall out of an amusement park ride. A 6-year-old boy was severely injured when 
he fell 20 feet from a rollercoaster. The heightened concern over the safety of amusement park 
rides. 

• 7-11 smackdown. Workers attacked a suspected shoplifter, but did they go too far hitting him 
multiple times with a broom stick? The controversy over the beating. 

 
8/19/23 
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• Home invasion. How four would-be home invaders—all wearing the same clothes—crawled up a 
hill toward a famous crime writer’s home.  

• The smash and grab flashmob crackdown. How these robberies have become an almost daily 
occurrence in Los Angeles, and now a task force is being formed to prosecute anyone connected 
with them. 

• Lucky to be alive. How tubing down the river turned into a scary encounter with an otter, which 
brutally attacked a woman all over her face and body. 

 
8/26/23 

• The third grade teacher accused of drinking wine in the classroom. See the police body cam 
video as she’s confronted by school officials and police. 

• Where’s the pilot? 200 passengers stuck on a plane on the tarmac for seven hours, waiting for 
the pilot to show up. How a pilot shortage and weather problems are affecting air travel. 

• Inside the mug shot seen round the world. Did Former President Trump practice nailing that 
death stare glare? Some say he mimicked a well-known photo of Winston Churchill and that his 
advisors have been planning this. 

 
9/9/23 

• When a black bear ventured onto a crowded campsite, one man simply wasn’t having it. How he 
brazenly tried to scare the bear away, in spite of being swiped by the bear. 

• Concert goers beware. How pickpockets are targeting fans and stealing their phones, then 
wrapping them in foil to prevent GPS tracking. 

• The families of the Gilgo Beach serial killer and the Happy Face serial killer. How their two 
families have made a connection and the unique bond between them. 

 
 

KMYT-TV Community Event Participation and Support — 3rd Quarter 2023 
 
American Red Cross – Red, White and You Blood Drive – My41 supported the annual Red, White and 
You Blood Drive, which took place in Tulsa on July 1-3, 2023. My41 aired the PSA a total of 66 times, 
encouraging viewers to contribute to the much-needed blood supply during the summer months. 
 
Tulsa Crime Stoppers – My41 supported “Badges & BBQ,” a fundraising event for the local organization 
Tulsa Crime Stoppers on September 23, 2023. This organization provides an anonymous tip line for the 
submission of information about crimes, as well as providing opportunities for community members to 
interact with law enforcement officers in a positive way. My41 aired the PSA a total of 31 times.  
 
St. Jude 5K Walk/Run – My41 promoted a fundraising walk for St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital on 
September 30, 2023. My41 aired a PSA for the event a total of 76 times.  
 
 


